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TOWARDS EXPLANATION OF THE�INERTIA ANOMALIES� IN REALISTICMEAN FIELD CALCULATIONS�Niolas Shunk and Jerzy DudekUniversité Louis Pasteur, Strasbourg IandInstitut de Reherhes SubatomiquesF-67037 Strasbourg, Frane(Reeived Marh 27, 2001)Careful theoretial studies of the nulear olletive inertia based on thenon-relativisti mean-�eld theory and the ranking model [N. El Aouadet al., Nul. Phys. A676, 155 (2000)℄ indiate that the moments of iner-tia of the super-deformed nulei alulated using various standard methodsand parameterizations exeed systematially the experimental values. Sim-ilarly, but for other reasons the relativisti ranking alulations based onthe relativisti mean �eld method present, in our opinion, a di�erent lassof systemati deviations from experiment. The origin and possible expla-nations of these deviations are disussed brie�y.PACS numbers: 21.60.�n, 21.60.Fw, 21.10.P, 21.30.�x1. IntrodutionThe reent rapid progress in measurements of the rotational band proper-ties of super-deformed nulei has made it possible to learn about the nuleartheories in an e�ient way, not only through the similarities between theexperimental and the theoretial results, but also through the systemati dis-repanies between them, Ref. [1℄. The super-deformation studies enabledus to examine in partiular the nulear states with only weak, if not negli-gible, pairing orrelations � although it is worth emphasizing that in manysuper-deformed nulei the pairing orrelations play ertainly a non-negligiblerole.� Presented at the High Spin Physis 2001 NATO Advaned Researh Workshop, ded-iated to the memory of Zdzisªaw Szyma«ski, Warsaw, Poland, February 6�10, 2001.(2639)



2640 N. Shunk, J. DudekThe alulations of [1℄ have demonstrated, using both the realistiWoods�Saxon potential with the `universal' parameterization and the self-onsistent Hartree�Fok approah with SkM� fore, that in the disussednulei, the dynamial J (2)-moments (alulated without pairing) are sys-tematially larger than the experimental values not only for the yrast super-deformed bands but also for the exited bands and this in many nulei ofthe disussed mass range (even though only three nulei were presented inRef. [1℄ as an illustration). Most importantly, the introdution of the pair-ing orrelations in these nulei auses an inrease in the J (2)-moments, amodi�ation that goes preisely into the wrong diretion1.Conversely, Relativisti Mean Field (RMF) alulations using variousparameterizations of the e�etive interation have implied muh too lowdynamial moments for the same nulei. In [2℄, this e�et was anelled byintroduing a new term in the Hamiltonian due to the broken time-reversalsymmetry and interpreted in terms of the `nulear magnetism'.In this paper, we present a simple phenomenologial model based onthe RMF approah that, we believe, is able to explain both anomalies bysimple geometrial arguments and a non-optimal hoie of the spin�orbitinteration in the ase of the self-onsistent RMF.2. The Dira mean-�eld approahThe RMF approah ombines the advantages of a fully mirosopi treat-ment of the nuleus together with those of a relativisti approah (see [3℄for a review). A wide variety of topis in nulear struture has been studiedby means of these methods and the reader is referred to the presentation ofP. Ring in these Proeedings for the atual status.In the ase of the RMF theory the systemati disrepanies with re-spet to experiment exist already on the level of omparing the alulatedsingle-partile energies with those of the doubly magi spherial nulei. Thesingle-partile level density there is known to be too low (the magi gapssystematially too large) and the often repeated argument says that this isbeause of the realisti e�etive mass used (m� � 70% of m0). It is ouropinion that this argument must not be the only truth at least in the aseof �nite nulei. First of all, many Skyrme Hartree�Fok approahes use reg-ularly the e�etive mass that is numerially sometimes even lower � yetthere are no really systemati and partiularly strong disrepanies to beseen. Seondly, we found out that it is possible, by using the same form ofthe �nal Dira equation as the one used within the RMF formalism, thatthe parameterizations of the e�etive mean-�eld potentials exists reprodu-1 It is worth emphasizing at this point that introdution of the pairing orrelationsauses at the same time a derease in the J (1)-moments as it should.



Towards Explanation of the �Inertia Anomalies� : : : 2641ing simultaneously the single partile level energies � both in terms of thelevel order and of the level density � and the overall geometrial properties:r.m.s. radii and harge distributions (f. preliminary results in [4,5℄ and [6℄).The stationary RMF Dira equation for the nuleons has the formn ~� � ~̂p+ V̂ (~r ) + � hm02 + Ŝ(~r ) io n = En n ; (1)where f~�; �g are the usual Dira 4�4 matries, m0 is the rest mass of thenuleon,  n are the eigen-funtions and En the eigen-energies. PotentialsV (~r) and S(~r) originate from the mehanism of exhange of the vetor- andsalar-mesons, respetively. One often introdues the so-alled e�etive-massvia [7℄: m�(~r ) = m02 + 12 [S(~r )� V (~r )℄ : (2)It is possible to show that around the Fermi level, the Dira equation (1)may be expanded as a funtional of "=2m�(~r) (" being the single-partileenergy measured relative to the rest mass), within an error of less than 1%.This leads to the �nal Shrödinger-like equation for the �big omponent�,�n, of the Dira bi-spinor2:� 12m�(~r ) ~̂p 2 + V̂en(~r; ~̂p ) + V̂p(~r; ~̂p ) + V̂so(~r; ~̂p; ~̂s )� �n = "n�n : (3)The e�etive mass, the spin�orbit and the linear-momentum potentials,m�(~r ), V̂so(~r; ~̂p; ~̂s ) and V̂~p (~r; ~̂p ), respetively, depend only on the di�ereneof V̂ (~r ) and Ŝ(~r ) , while the entral potential is a sum of the two. Boththese funtions, i.e. the sum and the di�erene, are replaed by the Woods�Saxon forms eah of whih depending on the radius-, di�useness- and depth-parameters (f. e.g. [4℄). We �t these parameters to the experimental resultson the single-partile energies and of the r.m.s. radii of eight spherialdoubly-magi nulei by using a speially designed semi-automati �ttingprogram. From the parameters obtained for eah doubly-magi nuleus, itis also possible to extrat their systemati dependene on the isospin andon the nulear mass. Suh a relation allows to get an approximated set ofparameters for any nuleus in the nulear hart. The omplete results ofthis �tting algorithm will be presented elsewhere [6℄.Two omments are in plae here. Firstly, the new �ts guarantee that notonly the positions of the levels lose to the Fermi level are well reproduedbut also that the deeply bound states (the lowest 1s1=2 states) are lose to2 An analog equation is obtained for the `small omponent' of the Dira bi-spinor. Letus notie that the eigen-problems for the big and the small omponents separatelyare not independent so that solving Eq. (3) is in fat equivalent to solving Eq. (1)within the e�etive-mass approximation. The reader is referred to [4℄ for omments.
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Fig. 1. Di�erenes between the nuleoni probability distributions for the orbitalsindiated obtained by using the Dira Woods�Saxon parameters of this work andthe `universal' Woods�Saxon parameters.their experimental positions; those are known experimentally in a few ases.Seondly, of ourse the geometrial features (r.m.s. radii) are reprodued aswell. The fat that the experimental positions of the deeply bound states arereprodued at the onstant r.m.s. radii has a diret in�uene on the singlenuleoni wave funtions and thus on the nulear mass distribution. Figure 1shows that the nuleoni mass is distributed muh loser to the nulear enterand we have demonstrated in [6℄ that this mehanism explains the anomalyobtained in [1℄.The most interesting features ome from the omparison of the results inour approah with those obtained in the RMF theory. For this purpose wehave used the equivalent Woods�Saxon potential parameters that have been�tted in [8℄. Solving Eq. (3) with these parameters is a good approximationto the RMF self-onsistent results. In �gure 2, the J (2)-moments in 152Dyfor our parameterization of the relativisti mean-�eld and for the RMF-equivalent Woods�Saxon parameterization are shown. It is worth notiingthat: (a) the on�gurations are the same in both ases (in partiular thenumber of intruders), (b) the 20�30% disrepany between theory and ex-periment stressed in [7℄ and visible in the RMF-equivalent parameterizationis not present with our parameterization. It is to be emphasized that ourparameterization assures the simultaneous reprodution of several experi-mental features like the single-partile level order and the level density, aswell as the dynamial moments and relative alignments in the nulei fromour test region around 152Dy (the remaining a few perent disrepany isattributed to pairing, without additional parameter �t). The origin of thedi�erenes between the Dira Mean-Field and the RMF equivalent Hamil-tonian lies in the spin�orbit term as disussed in detail in [6℄.
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Fig. 2. J (2)-moment in 152Dy in the Dira Mean-Field approah (full irles fulllines) and in the RMF-equivalent parameterization (full triangles dashed line).In this paper, we suggest that the geometry of the mean-�eld potentialdoes play a ruial role in the aurate alulation of high-spin features, andin partiular, that the inorret geometry (here: not deep enough e�etiveentral potentials) ould be a possible explanation of the systemati disrep-anies for the J (2)-moments observed in nulei around 152Dy. In the RMFtheory, a di�erent type anomaly originates from a non optimal spin�orbitpotential. More details will be presented in a forthoming paper [6℄.REFERENCES[1℄ N. El Aouad et al., Nul. Phys. A676, 155 (2000).[2℄ A. Afanasjev, J. König, P. Ring, Nul. Phys. A608, 107 (1996).[3℄ Y.K. Gambhir, P. Ring, A. Thimet, Ann. Phys. 198, 132 (1990).[4℄ J. Dudek, P. Casoli, N. Shunk, D. Valet, Ata. Phys. Pol. B30, 770 (1999).[5℄ N. Shunk, J. Dudek, Ata. Phys. Pol. B32, 1103 (2001).[6℄ N. Shunk, J. Dudek, Z. �ojewski, to be published.[7℄ W. Koepf, P. Ring, Z. Phys A339, 81 (1991).[8℄ A. Baran, Phys. Rev. C61, 024316 (2000).


